Outline
SPEAR parameters Experimental data that characterizes the phenomenon -Spectrum analyzer -Streak camera Simulations that increase understanding Analytical model that explains this behavior
SPEAR Parameters
GeV e storage ring dedicated to synchrotron radiation Signi¿cant synchrotron radiation and associated damping Wide range of time scales involved in the phenomenon -Able to exploit this range in the analysis 
Results from Frequency Data
The oscillation amplitude initially grows toward an attractor at 4.
-This is explained by linear theory Saturation occurs System dynamics change so that the motion evolves toward another attractor.
-We call this cycle a relaxation oscillation.
These data give information only about the dipole moment of the bunch. We want to see its internal structure as well 
Simulations
Photon intensity from optical port too low to get all the information desired from longitudinal distribution. Used a multiparticle tracking code to get more information about the behavior of the relaxation oscillation. Implements the standard synchrotron equations of motion, including quantum Àuctuations and wake function
The long range wake is calculated from turn to turn using propagators
Bin size of f2j 2ffff particles in distribution, f 
Simulation Results
Phase space plots -(time) on horizontal axis -B (energy deviation) on vertical axis -Distribution rotates clockwise through 2Z in one synchrotron period The code reproduced well the main observed behavior:
-Instability thresholds -Relaxation oscillation amplitude and frequency -Diffusion from bunch These agreements gave con¿dence in the predictions from simulations -Diffusion of particles (¿lamentation) occurs from the front of the bunch in phase space -Filamentation occurs before main body has reached maximum amplitude -Decrease of charge density with time during growth -Particles spiraling toward the center of the bunch restart the cycle 7 Analytical Model
Goals
Based on the experimental data and computer simulations, the analytical model should explain:
Instability thresholds given by linear theory Saturation mechanism of oscillation Diffusion, from the head of the bunch, as the amplitude grows Conditions for relaxation oscillation -Formation of second attractor -Damping mechanism For / 5 : / r , behavior of second attractor -Z out of phase with initial attractor -growth as initial attractor damps
Equations of Motion
Rewrite this as a second order differential equation
This is the equation of a forced, biased pendulum Pendulum is a "soft" oscillator -frequency decreases with amplitude
Driving Term -Wake¿eld

Goal
Calculate the wake voltage, the dynamic driving term, for a single particle of charge e -Source particle with charge e generates wake and arrives in cavity at time -Test particle with charge e feels wake and arrives in cavity at time | Express this voltage in a closed analytical form that can be exploited for calculations Use results of experimental data and vastly different system time scales to derive an analytic expression
Procedure
Ej 2Z*/ -, use impulse approximation for single pass of wake¿eld
Total wake becomes an in¿nite summation Source and test particles sample cavity only at discrete times
Long range character of wake ', approximate summation with integral The driving term is now analytically integrable, resulting in an in¿nite FourierBessel series
This is still a very complex expression, so we exploit the slowly varying character, w.r.t. / r , of the amplitude, o | , and phase, | , of the oscillation.
Driven harmonic oscillator n / 2 r 3
' s E c De¿ne slowly varying functions o E|, E|, from modi¿ed version of homogeneous solutions
ULt E/ r 3 n s Eoc _ Equations of motion include terms from wake, radiation damping, and pendulum equation
| / r 3 where 8 7 oc 7 and 8 7 7 oc 7 are the Fourier coef¿cients w.r.t. E/ r 3 n .
For a two particle model, the wake, and therefore its Fourier coef¿cients, depend on the properties of both particles. These coef¿cients, for a system with a source particle Eo c carrying current, U, acting on a test particle Eo | c | with in¿nitesimal charge, are
Analysis
In¿nite sum that depends on the oscillation amplitude of the particles, 7 o From data, 7 o 4@ Z*2, so the series converges quickly due to the Bessel functions
Antisymmetric with respect to / 5 -One side of resonance provides damping -Other side of resonance provides growth A very good understanding comes from keeping only the lowest terms These forces have a strong dipole characteristic
Linear theory
Eo | c | ' Eo c and use small amplitude expansion of a ? Eo
Shows odd symmetry of growth/damping and frequency shift with respect to the fractional part of the resonator frequency, / 5
Saturation
Eo | c | ' Eo c but now evaluate non-linearities in sum
Decrease in amplitude of sum with increasing argument gives saturation mechanism Data shows saturation at earlier level, consistent with particle loss from main bunch
Diffusion
Fluctuations in the energy of individual particles cause them to wander from the macroparticle -Stability ', restoring forces on particles bring them back to the macroparticle -Instability ', restoring forces on particles drive them away from macroparticle Move to rotating coordinate frame in which ' f Consider the case of the source particle, Eo c , carrying all the charge and examine the behavior of a test particle, Eo | c | , at an arbitrary location in phase space. In this frame, calculate if the separation between Eo | c | and Eo c is increasing or decreasing 20
Location of second attractor near origin
KBM term for 7 has a factor o -7 can assume any value near the origin -There exists locus of points near origin phase locked to macroparticle -A test particle on this locus will feel the wake of the macroparticle Second attractor moves slowly , close to ¿xed point E 7
o ' f about Z*2 ahead of macroparticle As particles accumulate at this second attractor its charge increases 
